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Free Download.Abidra nulina
Abidra nulina is a moth in the

family Noctuidae. It was
described by John Obadiah
Westwood in 1839 and is

found in western India and in
Sri Lanka. Description Its

wingspan is 14 cm. Its
forewings have green and

orange bands which run along
the margin from the base to the

inner area. Its forewings are
also yellow and orange. Its

hindwings are glossy white. Its
dark brown genitalia has two

bifid lobes. Its larvae are
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yellowish brown. They are a
little club shaped and can be
found in the leaves of Acacia

species. They can be seen from
June to September and mostly

in the rainy season. Gallery
References Category:Moths

described in 1839
Category:OxyinaeTiming of
evaluation and treatment of
twin pregnancies with and
without monochorionic-

diamniotic placentation. Recent
studies have shown that, in
patients with dichorionic-

diamniotic twin pregnancies,
the progression of fetal
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abnormalities and a poorly
growing and/or pathologically
small placenta are associated
with low survival rates for the
first infant. If this survival rate

is particularly low, the
estimation of the interval

between the beginning of the
observation time and the

detection of pre- or perinatal
death needs to be accurate and
reliable. In the current study,

the interval between the
beginning of the observation

time and the diagnosis of twin
demise was investigated to

estimate the time of pre- and
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perinatal mortality in
monochorionic-diamniotic twin
pregnancies. Results show that
the time of death of one of the
two fetuses could be predicted
within 10 days of observation
time. The survival rate for the
first fetus of monochorionic
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